1. Name something you would like to improve on this year.

- How to do physical things better, write more and think about things more - Shivraj
- To draw better - Maximo
- I want to draw better - Grace
- I would like to improve my homework - Alyssa
- I would like to improve my handwriting because I write messy - Cooper
- Sports and maths - Isabella
- I would like to improve on getting my homework in on time, getting a high mark on my report, and learn really tricky words to improve on my spelling tests - Jorja
- I want to improve on my handwriting so I can be much neater and achieve my pen licence - Sam
- I would like to improve on my handwriting because I would like to write pages and pages of stories - Alyssa

2. What is something that you would like to do differently this year compared to last year?

- I would like to be in a basketball club and do recorder in school - Shivraj
- I would like to help out others on the playground - Maximo
- I want to do Wakakirri - Grace
- I would like to hand in my homework - Alyssa
- I will help others on the playground - Cooper
- Writing - Isabella
- To get more interest into what I am writing and to get all of my notes and messages into school on time. Also to get more Townies and to get my merit awards on the Star Chart - Jorja
- I would like to hand in more homework every single week. I want to always get answers right. I also want to get better at soccer so I can make the Gala Day team - Sam
- To be a better role model to younger kids - especially Kindergarten - Alyssa
3. What motivates you to do your best and 'Aim High' in the classroom and playground?

- To be a very smart person - Shivraj
- To grow up to be a Robert Townson teacher - Grace
- To learn new things and have new experiences - Alyssa
- I really like to motivate myself by making it a challenge - Cooper
- Helping others and trying my best - Isabella
- To please my teachers, friends and family with all of my work and all my projects - Jorja
- I do it to please my teacher to get merit awards. I want to please my parents and fellow classmates so I don’t get in trouble. I want to Aim High so I can be a school captain in Year 6. Most of all I want to keep our school as the best school - Sam
- To please my teacher and get better grades and to please myself and be school captain - Alyssa